Development of positive control tissue for in situ hybridisation using Alvetex scaffolds.
In situ hybridisation (ISH) is a robust method to determine the presence of mRNA for specific genes within a tissue. Ideally, positive and negative control tissues are used to determine probe specificity. However, this is not always possible, particularly for human genes where no knock-out controls exist. Here we report a novel method of growing positive control cells in a scaffold (Alvetex) to create 3D tissues suitable for sectioning with a cryostat. Sectioning slices through cells, similar to the effect on tissue and therefore provides improved penetration of the in situ riboprobes. ISH conducted on cells has been problematic due to the difficulty of efficient probe penetration, due to a semi-intact cell membrane, and cell preparations failing to withstand high stringency washes. Our new method circumvents this issue by enabling the positive control cells to be sectioned like a tissue. HEK cells transfected with the genes of interest (in this case CB1 and NeuN) grown in Alvetex and cryosectioned were utilised to validate riboprobes and establish stringency conditions. These conditions were then transferred directly to human brain sections. This method can be adapted to generate positive controls for ISH for any gene of interest. It provides a valuable option in human neuroscience where access to precious brain tissue is limited or where expression of a target gene is unknown.